The purpose of this project was to construct a videogame that properly simulates quantum wave packets and Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). In quantum mechanics, a wave packet represents the dispersion of energy particles after coming in contact with a potential. A probability amplitude is interpreted to determine the density of particles at certain states of time given the velocity. The respective equation for this wave function is represented through Schrödinger’s equation. Our videogame which is a classic top down shooter applies this equation in the form of a two-dimensional wave packet. This means that the dispersion of particles has to be represented on an x-y plane, thus requiring Schrödinger’s equation to be squared. Our game represents the dispersion of these particles by launching the wave packet through a propagator. Then, we deduct health from the enemies based on the probability density respective to the time and their location. To be able to run these calculations, we created a Quantum library in Java which is composed of a vast series of methods.

The next step was to use a basic understanding of Fast Fourier Transformation and harmonic oscillation (the wave) using the Earth’s gravitational constant. This was in accordance with the pre-defined program that could model a harmonic oscillation. This oscillation would be based off of a single object representation of our understanding of harmonics oscillators, we created a simple pendulum program. In order to construct a complete one-dimensional wave propagation simulation, we first had to create a program that could model a harmonic oscillation. This oscillation would be based off of a single object (the wave) using the Earth’s gravitational constant. This was in accordance with the pre-defined necessary features of a propagation simulation (as defined by Schrödinger). To create a visual representation of our understanding of harmonics oscillators, we created a simple pendulum program.

In our video game, our videogame is titled Bob the I.T. Guy and takes place in a High-Tech Science Facility. He is hired to remove a reported virus from the central database. He also knows that the facility holds a powerful weapon called the Propagator. By the time he catches the virus, it is too late and it has released all of the cyborg zombie specimens from their holding capsules. They begin to atom the room and he fights them to protect himself and the Propagator.

The player is able to freely navigate in the given area and must decisively evade and shoot the zombies. The base weapon represents classical mechanics with the ball projectile following a linear trajectory. Every thirty seconds, the player has the ability to pick up the Propagator which powers up your weapon into a wave blasting cannon. Once fired, it deals massive damage to every enemy in the area and deducts the health of the enemies by using Schrödinger’s equation. The objective of the game is to stay alive for as long as possible, until the player’s health has depleted.

Our library to model several mechanical/ quantum models includes the following methods and classes:

FFJava ~ From Princeton CS intro site, to manage Fast Fourier Transformation Complex java ~ From Princeton CS intro site, to aid in management of Complex numbers as Java is unable to handle imaginary concepts

QuantumMethods.java ~ All methods which can be used to create simulations

propagation ~ given the inputs, it can be used to calculate wave propagation

giveEnergy ~ given an angle of bounce θ, this will give the angle the ball will bounce from reference angle θ

giveVelocity ~ given parameters, calculates the amount of energy an object has to create a two-dimensional planar grids. Essentially, this allows us to check each values of a grid using a custom built algorithm to simulate many different types of quantum models. We displayed the dimensional expansion of this algorithm in our video game. The propagation gun weapon lets a player run a program to take health points from every enemy on the screen in accordance with out algorithm.

The next step was to use a basic understanding of Fast Fourier Transformation and harmonic oscillation to graph a single dimensional wave packet simulation. The single dimensional program was then displayed in a Java Applet to compare with accepted propagation values. Once these were verified as correct, it was possible to create higher level systems, such as two or three dimensional propagators.

In order to construct a complete one-dimensional wave propagation simulation, we first had to create a program that could model a harmonic oscillation. This oscillation would be based off of a single object (the wave) using the Earth’s gravitational constant. This was in accordance with the pre-defined necessary features of a propagation simulation (as defined by Schrödinger). To create a visual representation of our understanding of harmonics oscillators, we created a simple pendulum program.